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1. Introduction 

 
A major challenge in many picture-based word recognition experiments with 

children is making certain that the child agrees with the experimenter's intended 
label. For example, when shown a picture of a rock, a researcher may want to 
maximize the probability that the child says rock (the intended word), not stone 
or blob. Our study tested whether preschoolers (3 to 5 years) would agree to use 
specific labels in a picture-naming task by leveraging their ability to engage in 
referential pacts, a locally created convention for referring to objects with a 
specific label, with a conversational partner (Graham et al., 2013, Köymen et al., 
2014, Matthews & Stephens, 2014). We found not only that this technique is 
successful--a methodological advance--but also that children are willing to agree 
to a less-preferred construal of a picture. 

In eye-tracking, word-recognition, or speech sound production studies, the 
experimenter often needs a child to produce or recognize a picture using a 
particular name. Yet finding the right pictures to represent a given word is 
challenging because reference is inherently ambiguous. In one use case, minimal 
phonological pairs are often crucial for acoustic analyses or for word recognition 
studies that focus on fine-grained distinctions. Young children may know 
relatively few minimal pairs, and the ones they do know may not be easily 
picturable. If the researcher's goal is to measure acoustic differences in a child's 
production of ring~wing or rock~lock in a picture-naming task, the responses 
pretty, bird, potato, or clock are in some sense accurate labels but do not advance 
the research plan (Table 1). One possible solution would be to have the child 
repeat the word after the researcher, but repetition may elicit acoustic imitation 
rather than an exemplar of the child's spontaneous speech. In the case of eye 
tracking, in the Visual World Paradigm, researchers want to have reasonable 
certainty that pictures of targets and distractors evoke the intended labels in the 
mind of the child. Thus, our goal here was to determine whether we can readily 
prompt children to name specific pictures with desired names. In that case, we can 
spontaneously elicit minimal (or near-minimal) pairs, as well as increase the set 
of testable stimuli. 
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Table 1. a) Intended and b) alternative labels in picture naming tasks for 
minimal pairs 

 

    
a)  ring wing rock lock 
b) pretty bird potato clock 

     
2. Broader context of the study 

 
The current study was devised in preparation for a more extensive NIH-

funded research project that is being conducted in the Creel laboratory at UCSD. 
One of the main goals is to test hypotheses about the relationship between 
children's perception and production of speech. The broader study aims to probe 
the perception-production loop by testing preschoolers' perception and word 
recognition when presented with their own speech stimuli.  

A hypothetical preschooler between the ages of 3 and 5, depicted in Figure 
1, will be used here to illustrate the novel experimental paradigm used in the Creel 
lab research project. This preschooler doesn't reliably articulate the distinction 
between the American English phonemes /r/ and /w/. Instead of ring /rɪŋ/, this 
child produces something that sounds like [wɪŋ], a phenomenon referred to as 
gliding (Smit et al. 1990). This scenario highlights the following possibilities 
about the nature of acoustic representations in children with non-adultlike 
articulations: 

 
1. One phoneme? The child thinks [r] and [w] are allophones of a single 

phoneme because they do not perceive the distinction. In other words, 
the child doesn't hear the /r/~/w/ distinction and therefore doesn't 
produce the distinction. 

2. Two phonemes in perception but not production? The child knows 
that /r/ and /w/ are different phonemes but doesn't articulate the acoustic 
correlates of the distinction reliably.  

3. Covert contrast of two phonemes? The child produces an /r/ and /w/ 
distinction that is too subtle for an adult to perceive reliably. Munson et 
al. (2010) identified 'covert' contrasts, acoustic differences that are 
acoustically measurable but not perceived as contrastive by adult 
listeners, in the speech of children who do not seem, to an adult listener, 
to produce a distinction,  

4. Contrast only 'covert' for adults, not the child. The contrast is covert 
only to adults, but the child hears the distinction in their own speech. 
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Figure 1. Planned Experimental Paradigm 

How can we probe the status of the /r/~/w/ contrast in the speech of 
preschoolers like the one described above? The experimental paradigm for our 
upcoming study was developed specifically with this goal in mind. First, we make 
audio recordings of the child naming pictures of, among other objects, a ring and 
a wing. Then we take these recordings and play them back to them, as they view 
four pictures at a time on a computer screen, in an eye tracked spoken word 
recognition task (Figure 1). If the child understands their own ambiguous 
productions, this may be evidence for two acoustic representations that are covert 
to adult listeners. Visual world eye-tracking studies, as in our planned work, 
depend on the ability to present a specific set of pictured referents. For the planned 
research to be insightful, it is best if the referents are minimal phonological pairs 
that contain single instantiations of late-developing sounds.  

 
3. Picturability 

 
For the planned research paradigm to be workable, we need to maximize the 

instances where children respond with our exact intended label in the picture 
naming task. Table 2 illustrates the images used for banana, rock, wing, vase, 
walk and fun, intended labels, along with some alternatives children actually 
produced.  
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Table 2. Pictures with intended labels and alternatives given by
preschoolers in a picture-naming pilot study

 
 

 

 

 
Intended label: a) banana b) rock e) wing 
Alternatives:   c) stone f) feather 

 d) potato g) dead bird 
     

 

  

 
Intended label: h) vase j) walk m) fun 
Alternatives: i) flower bottle k) walking n) balloons 

 l) baby o) party 

Some pictures are relatively unambiguous in a naming task, such as a picture 
of a banana. Other images may elicit multiple possible labels, both for children 
and adults. The alternative labels fall into some general categories, listed below. 
Children may respond with synonyms, misidentify pictures, name a part of or the 
origin of an object, or use circumlocution when they are familiar with the object 
but not the name of the object. Verbs and adjectives are particularly hard to elicit 
because children seem to prefer to label pictures with nouns. Moreover, if a child 
adds a suffix to an intended word (i.e., walk-ing for walk), the token no longer 
represents a minimal distinction: rock and walk are minimal pairs in Southern 
California American English, but rock and walking are not. Finally, some words, 
such as adjectives, are abstract and difficult to render with a single picture. We 
needed to find an easy way to consistently elicit the target words that are minimal 
pairs without resorting to repetition or imitation.  

 
1. Synonym: b) stone for rock 
2. Misidentification: d) potato for rock 
3. Part of an object: f) feather for wing 
4. The origin of an object: g) dead bird for wing. 
5. Circumlocution: i) flower bottle for vase 
6. Alternative part of speech: l) baby for walk. 
7. A suffix that renders the token unusable in an acoustic analysis: k) 

walking for walk. 
8. Abstract: n) balloons, or o) party for fun. 
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4. Referential Pacts 
 
Our goal was to find a way to elicit intended labels in the planned picture 

naming task without resorting to imitation or repetition. We hypothesized that 
children from 3 to 5 years old would participate in referential pacts for picture 
naming. A referential pact is an implicit agreement to use a specific referent with 
a conversational partner (Graham et al., 2013, Köymen et al., 2014, Matthews & 
Stephens, 2014). Previous research has shown that children as young as three 
years old are sensitive to referential pacts. Mathews, Lieven, and Tomasello 
(2010) conducted a study in which children were asked to move objects on a shelf. 
In a first play session, the researcher refers to an object as a bush, thus establishing 
a referential pact with the child. In a second play session, the same researcher 
asked the child to move the object, either using the original term bush or a new 
term tree. These authors found that children are faster to reach for an object when 
the original term (bush) is used instead of a novel term (tree). Köymen et al. 
(2014) found that referential pacts are also used productively by 4-year olds when 
using proper nouns. These are encouraging results but not conclusive for our 
purposes. Thus far, no experimental study has reported the productive use of 
referential pacts by 3-year olds, part of our age range, even for proper nouns. 
Furthermore, our stimuli include common nouns, as well as verbs and adjectives, 
not only proper nouns as used by Köymen et al. (2014). Finally, our stimuli 
include not just pictures with multiple plausible synonyms, like bush and tree, but 
also pictures that are ambiguous with regard to construal, or interpretation of the 
image, such as fun, walk, wing. 

Figure 2. Structure of studies 

Study 1                               
N = 17

Study 2                            
N = 18                                                                     Naming

Pre-naming                
Two alternative forced 
choice pointing task
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5. Methodology 
 
We conducted two picture naming studies (illustrated in Figure 2) to test the 

hypothesis that a child's ability to engage in a referential pact can be leveraged in 
order to increase the number of intended labels in a picture-naming task. 

Participants. We tested 35 native English-speaking children (17 in Study 1, 
18 in Study 2) between ages 3 and 5 years at local preschools in San Diego, 
California. 

Stimuli. The stimuli for the current study were chosen with the goal of 
narrowing down the word list for the more extensive self-comprehension study. 
We identified candidate word tokens from a variety of sources containing words 
that children might be expected to know (see Table 3).  We selected mostly 
monosyllabic words beginning with singleton late-developing consonants. 
Window and rainbow, not monosyllabic, were included because of global 
similarity (syllable number, structure, initial stress, phonotactics of segment 
classes). Words were selected such that they were members of at least one 
minimal pair with another word, and such that at least one member of the minimal 
pair contained a speech sound in initial position considered to be late-developing 
(e.g. r/~/w/, /r/~/ l/, /s/~/ʃ/; corresponding pictures provided in the Appendix). 
Table 4 provides the test stimuli, the phonemes selected for testing, along with the 
recommended ages of acquisition (90% of children produce the sound by this age) 
provided by Smit et al. (1990). A preference was given to nouns, as well as words 
we thought preschoolers, in the San Diego area, might know. Forty-four words 
were selected, resulting in 44 trials per block. The principal criteria for word 
selection, along with examples, are given below. 

 
1. Monosyllabic minimal pairs with word-initial singleton consonants 

a. ring ~ wing  
b. sun ~ fun 

2. No word-initial consonant clusters  
c. * tree 

3. No words with multiple late-developing sounds  
d. *surf 

4. Preference for nouns  
e.  shoe 

5. Words that are well known to 3-to-5-year olds  
f. zoo 

Table 3. Sources for candidate target words and pictures 
MacArthur Communicative Development Inventory (Fenson et al., 2007) 
Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test Version 4 (Pearson Assessments) 
Creel lab naming norms  
Minimal pair list courtesy of Jessica Barlow (SDSU) 
Strange & Broen 1981 – Study of approximant production in children 
Long shots - e.g., reef, possibly known from Finding Nemo 
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Table 4. Recommended age of acquisition (years:months). 90% of all
children customarily produce the sound by this age (Smit et al, 1990).  

Phoneme 90% Levels of 
Acquisition 

Word Tokens Selected 

Female Male 
/h/ 3:0 3:0 hand 
/j/ 4:0 5:0 yawn 
/w/ 3:0 3:0 walk, watch, web, white, window, 

wing, witch, one 
/f/ 3:6 3:6 fan, face, fun 
/l/ 5:0 6:0 lake, lamp, lawn, leaf, leg, lick, 

light,  lock 
/r/ 8:0 8:0 rake, rainbow, ramp, red, ring, 

reef, rich, rock, run, write 
/ʃ/ 6:0 7:0 ship, shoe 
/t͡ ʃ/ 6:0 7:0 chick, chip 
/v/ 5:6 5:6 vase, van 
/θ/ 6:0 8:0 thumb 
/s/ 7:0-9:0 7:0-9:0 sand, sick, sip, sun 
/z/ 7:0-9:0 7:0-9:0 zip, zoo 

Procedure. Study 1 had two blocks: the pre-naming block and the naming 
block. The pre-naming block established the local referential pact between the 
experimenter and the child employing a two-alternative forced-choice task in 
which the experimenter used the intended label for the picture (Figure 3). For 
example, we showed the child two pictures (i.e., a banana and a rock). We simply 
asked the child, "Can you point to the rock?" The second block in Study 1 was the 
naming block. We showed the child a picture of a rock (Figure 4) and asked, 
"What is that?" The question was open-ended, allowing the child to answer 
whatever they wished. Study 2 consisted of only the naming block. We did not 
provide feedback as to whether any answers were "right" or "wrong". Audio 
responses for the naming tasks were recorded and were later transcribed.  

 
Figure 3. Pre-naming task   Figure 4. Naming task 
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6. Results 
 
Without pre-naming trials, children only named words as intended 41% of 

the time. Children who experienced pre-naming gave 78% of words the exact 
intended name (by-subjects t(35)=9.19, p<.0001; by-items t(43)=8.99, p<.0001). 
By leveraging referential pacts, we can increase the number of words that can be 
elicited spontaneously and therefore boost the number of testable items across a 
range of experimental and assessment contexts. 
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Figure 6. Gains in intended name use with pre-naming  

Another question was what sorts of pictures gained most from the referential 
pacts. Was it cases where children tended to prefer a particular synonym but also 
knew the word we intended? What about cases where we were seeking a verb 
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response, but children tended to prefer a noun? Accordingly, we divided stimuli 
into three rough categories: noun-like words, adjectives, and verbs/actions. As 
evident in Figure 6, all word classes showed increases in intended-name labels 
when prompted in referential pacts, with notably strong gains from no-pact to pact 
participants in non-nouns (adjectives and verbs/action words). Figure 7 depicts 
the same data at the individual-word level, indicating that almost all words 
showed numerical increases in intended-name labels when prompted in referential 
pacts. 
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Figure 7. Gains in intended name use with pre-naming, individual words 

 Another question is whether referential pacts increased naming tendencies in 
younger as well as older children. While our samples were too small to allow 
statistical comparison within age groups, numerically, even 3-year-olds used 
more intended names when they received pre-naming (38% without pre-naming; 
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72% with), as did 4-year-olds (45% without; 78% with) and 5-year-olds (41% 
without; 86% with). This is useful for future studies, but also theoretically 
interesting in that the earliest age we know of for demonstrating conceptual pact 
engagement in word production (only for proper nouns) is in 4-year-olds 
(Köymen et al., 2014). 

A more theoretical-level question is what exactly children are representing 
about the referential pacts: just the name itself, or something more abstract? To 
answer this question, we looked only at non-intended (what one might call 
"incorrect") responses with and without pre-naming to determine whether 
children provided the intended form class (noun-like, adjective, verb/action). 
Without pre-naming, children mostly used nouns, but with pre-naming, even non-
prompted answers were more likely to be the intended form class (Figure 8). 
Given the strong bias to use nouns, this effect was most evident for pictures whose 
intended names were verbs, with a much weaker tendency for adjectives. This 
implies that children may be representing something more abstract about the 
referential pact words, such as syntactic category, in addition to the word forms 
themselves. 
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Figure 8. Non-intended answers, proportion intended word class 

7. Discussion and Conclusions 
 
We asked whether referential pacts would increase children's rate of naming 

pictures with the names we desired to elicit. They did: pre-naming leads to a near 
doubling in the rate of the intended labels to almost 80%. This allows us to present 
minimal pairs to children in the planned self-speech elicitation study, which will 
permit high sensitivity to possible covert contrasts. If we can get children to say 
minimal pairs like ring and wing, we can then test whether children can 
distinguish these two words in their own speech, possibly even when the contrast 
is ambiguous or not evident to adults. Our findings also have practical 
implications for others attempting to elicit speech from children. 
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Another finding is theoretically interesting: children who heard referential 
pacts with verb/action labels were more likely to produce verbs as labels later, 
even if it was not the label we intended. This implies that referential pacts may 
include information more abstract than a word form itself and suggests room for 
future research on picture-specific priming of syntactic categories. 

Appendix. Picture stimuli and intended labels
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